Psalm 118:24 "This is the day which the Lord hath made; we will
rejoice and be glad in it."

All About Your H1 Headlines & Title Tags
Headlines & title tags are the lifelines to your readers. They grab
attention, build trust, and help time-pressed consumers focus on the
stories they care most about.
*Title Tag: These are the blue links that
appear on the search engine results page.

Headline (H1): These are the toplevel header HTML tags. On most
websites, the headline is coded in an
H1 tag.

Sites typically use the same text for the H1 and the Title Tag on an article or

blog post. However, it is important to keep in mind that these are two different
things that are controlled in two different places on a page.
The H1 of your content should contain keywords and formatting that help you
rank higher on search engines; title tags are what get potential readers from
the results page to your site. Remember to not keyword stuff your H1 or title
tag in hopes to boost your rankings, you’re more than likely to chase away
your audience by obvious stuffing or too aggressive about the topic.
That being said, it’s important when writing your SEO headlines that you write
them for both your audience and the search engines.

First: Keep Character Count in Mind: The visibility of your title tag on
search engines is limited to 50-60 characters, so keep that in mind when
creating your SEO headline. You are not only ensuring that the search engine
users can see the whole topic from their result pages, but you’re also
demonstrating to readers that you’re aware and taking action toward their
ease of access.
Second: Avoid Keyword Stuffing: Even though it might seem like a good
idea to include your keyword or keyword phrase in your SEO headline multiple
times, and it would help your rankings, you’re more likely to irritate or turn
your audience away by doing so.
Third: Be Concise & Clear: This is another important step when creating
your SEO headline. Use the below questions to help determine whether your
title tag is clear and “user friendly” enough for your audience.

Fourth: Use Attention-Grabbing vocabulary: There is no need to use big
fancy words for your SEO headline to impress or capture your audience’s
attention- you just have to use words that will resonate with them and solve
their problems. Words like: Boost, Easy, Free, Important, Limited
Fifth: Ensure Consistency Between Your Title Tag & Content: Make sure
that your SEO headline matches what you cover in your content. If your title
tag does not match what they are about to read, you risk losing the trust of
potential customers and will increase your bounce rate significantly.

We hope this insight helps you when you are crafting your next SEO
headline. If you struggle with SEO and what it entails, feel free to
reach out to us for a FREE AUDIT or casual conversation to see if we
can help with any of your marketing needs!
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In Case You Missed It!
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Breaking Down Google
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